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September 4, 2019 -- a good crowd turned out for the ribbon cutting of Dupont
Road. Their are still a few touchups including sod work, landscaping, painting and
crosswalk signal timing to work out -- but for the most part the project is complte.
August 24, 2019 - While traffic lanes appear to be fully opened, motorists should still use
caution in the area. Finishing touches for line painting, signage, landscaping, and
lighting still have workers in or near the road. Today crews were asphalting the
remaining portions of the trail.
August 13, 2019 – Crews continue putting on the finishing touches to this massive
project. Placing sod and seeding continues this week along with traffic signal and
pedestrian signals. Crews are moving forward to complete the project soon.
August 5, 2019 – Expect slight traffic delays as crews are place pavement markings this
week. Also this week, pedestrian countdown signals are being programmed and top soil
is being placed. Last week crews were pouring concrete, placing manholes, and placing
sod.
July 22, 2019 -- Paving activity continues with crews working on street approaches along
the route. Concrete crews are pouring curb ramps along the trail and other crews are
placing detection loops near the traffic signal intersections. Other crews will begin
stripping the road later this week.
July 16, 2019 -- Rain forceasts halted paving today -- but much was accomplished on
Saturday and yesterday.
July 13, 2019 -- A busy Saturday with crews milling and paving.
July 12, 2019 -- Earlier today, crews will began work on the final paving of Dupont Road
between Lima and Coldwater Road. Traffic will be reduced to one lane in each direction
with occasional closures as equipment shifts from one side to the other. Additionally,
traffic signals at several intersections will be set to a red flash to be treated as a stop sign
for all vehicles. Motorists will experience delays and are encouraged to avoid the area
and use alternate east and west roads such as Carroll and Wallen roads.Earlier in the
week crews where paving the trail and appraoches..
June 28, 2019 – Good weather and a busy week! Crews placed top soil and sod in
several areas including from Coldwater to the trail underpass. Concrete crews continued
pouring curbs and sidewalks. Crews were adjusting manhole castings to surface level
elevation. The trail now has a layer of asphalt with final paving scheduled for the week of
July 8. When that paving along with road surface milling begin – heavy equipment will
be back in the roadway and will likely cause traffic delays. Please be alert.
June 14, 2019 -- While work has continue, the frequent rains we've been having are
slowing project progress. The crews were slowed on pouring of concrete and the
completion of work that required the ground to dry out a bit. Substantial completion will
depend on weather and we are hopeful that will be in August. Over the last week, crews
have been paving trails, planting landscaping additions and digging the areas for
sidewalks.

